Kings Langley Primary School
Curriculum Map – Spring Term 2018
YEAR 2
Class teachers: 2AM: Mrs Millea
2MB: Mrs Musker (Monday and Tuesday)
Mrs Benson (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday & Friday)
Teaching Assistants: Mrs Glyn and Mrs Weedon

This is an overview of the work that your child will be covering this term.
English

Geography

Science

-

Place Knowledge
- geographical similarities and
differences between
different countries

Mini worlds
- habitats and micro-habitats
- basic needs of animals and
plants
- living, dead and things that
have never been alive

-

-

traditional tales from a
variety of cultures
fantasy stories
instructions
traditional, modern and
humorous poems
recounts
phonics
suffixes (–ment, -ness, -ful,
-less, -ly)
grammar and punctuation
(commas, question marks
and apostrophes)
handwriting (cursive joins)

-

geographical vocabulary for
physical and human features
(e.g. ocean and harbour)

Move it
- how the shapes of solid
objects can be changed by
squashing, bending, twisting
and stretching

R.E.

History

Special places
- What do Christians do when
they go to a church?

Monarchs
- significant individuals in the
past (Kings and Queens)
- comparing aspects of life,
identifying similarities and
differences between
different periods

Easter
- Why is it important to
Christians?

Computing

P.S.H.E.

P.E.

E-safety
- use technology safely

-

Getting Creative
- giving precise commands to
perform a specific task

-

- Uni-hoc: passing and
receiving, game rules, fair play
- Boccia: underarm throwing
and aiming, game rules, fair play
- Bench ball: overarm throw and

be aware of hazards and
dangers at school and at
home
know how to keep themselves
safe when using the internet
(E-safety)

chest pass technique, game
rules, fair play

DT
-

design, make and evaluate a
product using a range of
techniques and simple tools

Art

Music

-

Pitch : identifying and
responding to changes in pitch
Beat: the difference between
beat and rhythm, performing
simple rhythms

-

developing techniques in using
colour, pattern, texture, line,
shape, form and space
designing Easter and
Mother’s Day cards

